
Studying Music at Durham 



Introducing the course



Ethos

• Academic community

• Supportive environment

• Foundational teaching

• Research-led teaching

• Practice-based teaching

• Balance of breadth and depth

• Critical thinking and intellectual independence

• Transferable skills



Pathways

• Historical musicology

• Ethnomusicology

• Analysis

• Performance

• Composition

• Techniques

• Music and science (second and third year)



What we teach

• Historical musicology from the Renaissance to 
the present day

• Wide range of ethnomusicological topics, 
including music of India and popular music

• Analysis of Western music from Corelli to 
Stravinsky and Schoenberg

• Development of music theory as a living 
discipline



What we teach

• Techniques (chorale, invention, renaissance 
polyphony, trio sonata, fugue, stylistic 
composition, orchestration)

• Composition (acoustic and electroacoustic)

• Music technology

• Performance and performance practice

• Instrumental and vocal tuition

• Research skills



How we teach

Wide range of teaching methods:

• Lectures (one or two hours)

• Seminars (small-group teaching)

• Workshops (performance and composition)

• Tutorials (small-group and one-to-one)

• Dissertation, portfolio and recital supervision 
(one-to-one)



How you learn

• All modules have summative and formative
components; students receive feedback on all 
of these

• Strong emphasis on continuous assessment

• Exams in first year; most modules are 
continuously assessed from second year

• Progression from foundational teaching in first 
year to research-led teaching and 
autonomous learning by third year



Facilities, admissions and 
employability



Facilities: the main building…

Concert Hall (for concerts, practices and lectures)



Lecture room (for smaller lectures and rehearsals)



Common room (for socialising, printing & meeting)



Studio 1 (of 4 in the department)



The music technology lab

12 workstations, with diverse software



The North Bailey building…

Practice rooms (bookable online)



Seminar room (used for smaller tutorial groups)



Dry-recording studio



Admissions

• Standard offer (with no subject or qualification bias): 

AAB  in A levels / Advanced Highers

(excl. Critical Thinking and General Studies) 

36 IB, DDD BTEC Extended Diploma, D3 D3 M2 Pre-U

• Theory Grade 8: accepted as a substitute for Music A-level

• Grade 7 or 8 in first instrument: recommended

• Keyboard skills are helpful

• We consider each application holistically

• We accept applications for deferred entry



Employability

• Music graduate prospects:  92%  in 2019/20 CUG      

(Ranked 1st!)

• Students leave with extensive experience:                           

admin, performance, arranging, composing…

• Broad sets of skills: analysis, critical thinking,                     
team-work, presentation skills, creativity…

• Specialist careers service advice 

• Option of year-long placement (between Levels 2 and 3)

• Advice from Durham music alumni: Careers Fairs



A closer look at the course                       
and its pathways…



Historical Musicology



style history

history of  musical life and practice

history of  ideas and aesthetics



Historical Studies 1: 1600-1800

Historical Studies 2: 1800-1950

genres

moments

artistic movements

 grand narratives



Britten’s Chamber Operas 

Late 19th- and Early 20th-century English Song

Music and Politics in France 1789-1815

Music and Theology

Music in Italy 1850-1950

Russian and Soviet Music, 1830-1960

Studies in the History of  Opera



Theory and Analysis



• Music theory: the study of musical systems and 

compositional practices.                                                                  

Very old (dates to classical antiquity)

• Music analysis: the close reading of individual works,      

in order to uncover their structure, design and meaning 

Quite new (twentieth century)



• First year: Elements of Tonal Theory and Practice –

introducing the theory and analysis of Baroque and 

Classical harmony, syntax and form

• Second year: Theories of Tonal and Post-tonal Music –

surveying tonal theories including Schenkerian theory, 

theories of atonal music and serialism;                       

examining music from Bach to Webern

• Third year: Studies in Symphonic Analysis;                                   

Time and Rhythm (case-study modules)



Guess the piece!



And now?



How about now?



Clear yet?



Ta dah!



Musical Techniques

• First year:  Musical Techniques – species counterpoint,  

16th-century counterpoint, Baroque trio sonata (Corelli), 

chorale, Classical harmony

• Second year:  Advanced Musical Techniques – harmonic 

counterpoint including fugue, 19th-century song 

accompaniment, character piece for piano           

• Third year:  Techniques Portfolio (single and double)

Also: Orchestration



Performance

• First year: Performance 1: Practice through History

• Second year: Practice as Research, Conducting

• Third year: Double Recital,                                                             

Contemporary Music Performance,                                                

Recorded Performance Project



Supporting work

• Allocated lessons:                                                                              

yr1 = 8hrs,  yr2 = 11hrs,  yr3 = 14/20 hrs (single/double)

• Ensemble music-making: countless ensembles, including 

choirs, orchestras, opera ensembles, jazz bands, viol 

consorts, contemporary music ensembles, and more…

• Concerts, master classes, workshops and demonstrations 

(bringing some of the world’s best performers!)



Ethnomusicology



First year

• Introduction to Ethnomusicology

Second year

• World Music Traditions

Third year

• Dissertation (double/single)

• Advanced Ethnomusicology

• Indian Music

• Studies in Popular 

Music

• Time and Rhythm

• Words and Music



Composition

• First year:  Composition 1: Twentieth Century Innovations

• Second year:  New Directions in Art Music,                                  

Creative Music Technology

• Third year:  Studies in Electronic Music,                                                                   

Double or Single Portfolio (acoustic or electroacoustic)



+ Other Subjects

• Second year:  Music and Science,                                      

Philosophy, Music and Improvisation

• Third year:  Psychology of Music

• Up to two modules in other Departments –
an amazing range of options!

Plus, there are countless music-making opportunities 
beyond the degree: over 70 ensembles!



Studying Music in Durham: 

Some student experiences… 

Contact us
Facebook and Twitter: @MusicDurhamUni

@DurhamMusicSoc
Webform:  https://www.dur.ac.uk/study/askus/
Telephone:  0191 334 1000

https://www.dur.ac.uk/study/askus/

